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Abstract

The possibilities of Psychological Assessment in Operational Events in nuclear power engineering 
are discussed. The approach of psychology use in quantitative analysis of direct and root causes of 
operational events is presented. The main attention is paid to the practical method of investigation of an 
individual who makes an error. The socio-technical system elements can be considered by this method as 
the external conditions, affecting correctness or errors of actions. The types of errors (violation, mistake, slips) 
can be clarified. The direct causes of failures and sources of probable root causes of errors also can be 
defined.

Experience shows that the psychological situatbn of events caused by a human error depends on 
professional competence, motivationand some professionally important psychological qualities of a person, 
his functional state, psychophysiological qualities, characteristics of mentality, attention and memory. In an 
emergency situation successful personnel performance is mainly effected by such professional qualities as 
the ability to take the lead in actions, to resolve urgent problems of minimizing the scale of the accident 
significance; personal participation in dangerous procedures of the accident follow-up, even risking one's life; 
devotion to one’s job; resolute and bold actions; high level of self-control; thoroughness and 
conscientiousness.

External means of activity, influencing the events, include ergonomical characteristics of working 
place, ergonomics of events technology. External means can be also defined by socio-psychologicalsituation 
in a group, which refers to the data of social conditions, social-politicalsituation, relationships between people, 
and by organizational factors.
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The safety of nuclear power plants (NPP ) as a sociotechnical 
system complex is developed from two main components:

- safety of technical and technological processes;
- safety of workers' activity at NPP.

The mutual adaptation and equation of requirements between engineering and a person in 
sociotechnical systems is indispensable condition of NPP high level of reliability, quality and safety culture.

This approach was discussed during the IAEA consulting meetings: "Single Human Failures in 
Nuclear Power Plants: A Human Factor Approach to the Event Analysis" [1] and "Reporting Human- 
Dominated occurrences in NPP events to the IAEA Incident Reporting System" [2], During both of these 
meetings the idea about necessity of the analysis of interaction between the elements of socio-technical 
systems was discussed. This is important for receiving answers to the questions of "how", "why" and "what" 
happened during an event caused by a human error.

Both NPP personnel and researches agree, that a long professional experience doesn't eliminate 
errors which may develop into unprescribed actions and random mistakes. The nature of these errors is deep 
in psychology of human activity [6,7,12,14],

Concept of the functional structure of a person's activity requires the analysis of [7-9]:
- internal conditions and means of activity;
-external conditions and means of performance.
As it is shown in fig. 1, main attention is being payed to the individual, making an error. Other 

elements of socio-technical systems are the external conditions, affecting correctness of actions.

The inadequate perception of information, wrong decisions, inexact commands or wrong actions 
of personnel, causing the events which lead to deviations from normal modes of operation, are defined as 
human errors [12-15]. The study of the data on ideal worker model, corresponding to the requirements of high 
culture of safety, can be used to determine the professional reliability of each separate worker of a NPP. The 
ideal workers would have characterislcs, which are in total accordance with the requirements of high safety 
culture. The comparison between data on an ideal NPP operator model and data on real personnel is done 
with the purpose to make a prognosis of successfulness of real personnel professional activity.

1. The Approach
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i  Intentional, or Needs-motives factors, determining workers' motives and psychological attitude to the 
productive high-quality work and high safety culture, their moral, ethical norms and qualities.

Anomaly .irresponsibility, negligence, low motivation level in work "Motivational" violations: the 
worker didn't want to consider the meaning of the task, to be responsible, was idle to concentrate 
on his work, wanted to "bypass" the instructions, to "make it better and faster" and etc.

Fig. 1. INDIVIDUAL in Socio-technical Systems. 
The level of internal means of activity includes:
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•  Professional knowledge, reflecting professional training.
Anomaly : the absence of necessary knowledge in questions of competence. Mistakes, connected 
with bad professional training: an operator has overlooked the instruction, rule, has misunderstood 
the command, used wrong keys, has omitted action or has committed action, that was not 
necessary.

•  Professional behavior, actions and skills necessary for solving tasks in NPP operation .
Anomaly, the absence of skillsof using the knowledge in particular situations. Errors are connected 
with professional bad training (mistake, confusion) or with discrepancy on psychophysiological 
parameters, unability to work in critical situations: slips, lapsus, omissions, confusion. For example, 
being confused in conditions of time deficit, a person has omitted an action and has not realized, 
what happened; a person has failed to control his excitement and has shaking hands, and etc.

The level of external means and conditions includes:

•  The technical and technological eraonomv factors of activity; the organization and working conditions in 
work places; ergonomy of characteristics; the communicative conditions; work environment, industrial 
danger and harm.

Anomaly :low parameters of the listed above factors influence actions of personnel. Omissions: An 
operator has not had enough time to react to a signal because of physical inability of a human to 
monitor more than seven signals simultaneously; an operator has not heard the command because 
of a high level of noise and etc.

•  Social-political situation in region of NPP location, and also social and social-psychological conditions.
Anomaly y: the mode of work and rest in which it is hard to restore in sufficient amount personnel’s 
ability to work; bad moral-psychologicalclimate. Errors: the same, that at reduced motivation, when 
there are low levels of professional training and psychophysiological readiness for work.

2. The quantitative analysis of direct and root causes of operational events

High-quality quantitative methods of human characteristics measurement and of the influence of 
characteristics on the safety of activity are considered a seek point for the estimation of human factor 
reliability. There is no common opinion on acceptability of the methods measuring influence of the external 
conditions on hu
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man activity. However, problems of the measurementdon't bring down its importance and necessity. In order 
to bring a decision nearer it is necessary to overcome the difficult way in search of truth through the 
understanding of real activity facts and analysis of the connection between the facts and concrete 
characteristics of individuals. Only this way provides a necessary degree of psychological measurements.

In the system of psychophysiological professional selection the questions of quantitative estimation 
of individual characteristics and qualitative interpretation of its results are connected with the problem of 
scaling procedure.

Each stage of the construction of the professional selection system requires to solve following 
questions of scaling procedure:

1. In order to determine psycho-physiological norms for different kinds of activity it is necessary 
to build scales of estimation of influence of the specific technical technological production 
conditions on human state.

2. Definition of psychological and psycho-physiological qualities of personnel, which are 
professionally important, depends on the construction of scales of individual characteristics.

3. It is necessary to unify different methods used for definition of professional suitability. System 
of scaling is necessary for qualitative assessment of professional suitability.

4. To determine professional suitability on the basis of psychological and psycho-physiologicaltests 
data it is necessary to estimate the significance of each of the factors for the success of a 
person’s activity and then include the most important ones into one unified absolute scale.

5. For examining changes in the personnel characteristics during period of time it is important to 
maintain and update data base of psychological and psycho-physiological tests results.

There are several stages in scaling procedure:

1. The scaling procedure of measurements of the separate qualities by separate methods and 
tests (T - points, « r a w »  points, stems and so on). The logic "if... then..." is used in this scaling 
procedure. If i is quality (factor) and n is quantity of test questions then the ratio k / /  n i is relative 
expression of the factor and presents the measured quality, where k is a number of identical answers 
of a tested individual. This ratio is qualitatively interpreted as individual human characteristic that is 
identical to the population standards for an analogous numerical point on the test scale. The truth 
the statement is defined by test validity and reliability.

2. The scaling procedure of results of separate methods measuring a set of qualities. The construction of 
personality profile is based on the results of a certain method. The comparison of quantitative and 
qualitative data is done according to the « an d  - a n d »  logic. Confirmation: personality profile is 
presented by the set of factors i characterized by the ratio k i / n , .

3. The scaling procedure of all test results received by the full package of methods, that satisfies all 
requirements for assessment of professional suitability. Here it is
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necessary to reduce the results of different tests to common measurement system, which is 
mathematical «abso lu te»  scale. At this stage the scaling procedure has a goal to receive a solid 
quantitative assessment of the professional suitability of a person.

The scales of different methods are identical if the following conditions are satisfied:

■  test results of different methods can be reduced to 1 ;
■  each of measured qualities receives expert assessment on its importance for professional 

responsibility and is given a coefficient of weight;
■  significance of each measured quality is determined by test data and with the account of weight 

coefficient of this quality as professionally important.

3. An example of examination of an individual who made an error

Psychological analysis of personnel errors has been conducted in accordance with Statute on order of 
reporting and registration of Russia NPP events and methodological recommendation prepared by the 
Scientific Center «Prognoz».

Form 1

Position Description Code
Event 1 damage o f 3 rd bearing as a 

result o f overheating of  
2TH12D01 after pump re
pair

4.2.20

Event data, 
time

21.11.96 
11.05 p.m.

Event direct causes Personnel error during op
eration because of negli
gence

5.1.8.1

Installation and start up of  
unchecked and defective 
equipment

5.1.8.1.6

Event root causes Lack to test the equipment 
before start up and after 
repair

5.1.8.1.7

Deviation from procedures, 
not using procedures for 
reference.

5.1.8.1.9

Lack o f control of subordi
nated personnel activity

5.2.9.3.1

Other Psychological data 5.2.11
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One of the operators has a low level of professional motivation, absence of professional interests, 
instability of motivation system; decrease of functions of self-checking of behavior and emotions, which can 
be displayed in action carelessness, decrease of a level of conscientiousness.
The maintenance worker (6) has deviations from norm on the scale parameters of self-checking of behavior, 
that can be expressed in decrease of work discipline, negligence, discrepancy, insufficient degree of 
integration and deliberateness of behavior.
Other participants of event, according to the data of the PsychophysiologicalLaboratory-PPL, are considered 
suitable for the type of work, requiring high level of responsibility.
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This is an example of a data form on the operator who made an error.

The practical method of examination of an individual 
who made an error

Form 2

Name: (2)
Incident reactor building event
Date of incident 23:30; Nov., 1996
Type of the error (slips, mistake, violation):

Wrong actions of the operative personnel because of carelessness, negligence(code5.1.8.1) 

Installations and start up of untested and defective equipment (code 5.1.8.1.6)

Description of the direct reason of an error: Deviation from the instructions, failure to use technical 

specifications procedures.

JVs Levels and sources of 
errors

Name and data of tests Validity of deviation 
from norm

1 Psyhological situation

1.1 Motivation 16 FLO Valid
deviation

C,G,Q3 below norm
G below norm

MMPI - F 
L,K, 4,6,7 above norm

Attitude
questionnaire

Significantly 
reduced motivation

1.2 Professionally important 16 FLO Deviations
are:

psyhological qualities C,G below norm

Q1,Q3 below norm

Q4 norm

MMPI 
4,6,7,8

norm
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JYs Levels and sources 
of errors

Name and data of tests Validity of deviation 
from étalon

1.3 Psyhophysiological quality 16 FLO
Q4 Norm

T-reaction test below norm
MMPI 1,3,4,6,7,9 

2
above norm

1.4
The characteristics: of 

thinking, memory,
16 FLO: B, Ql, 
Pictogramme,

norm
norm
norm

attention, Test o f correction norm
thinking, memory, 

thinking, memory, attention

Raven test 
and

MMPI - 7,8

Significantly 
below norm

norm
1.5 Functional status Interview fatigue

1.6 Professional competence No data No data
1.7 Social-psyhological

Qualities
16 FLO: A,C,Q3,H Reduced

2. External means o f  activity

2.1 The ergonomy characteristics 
o f working places

The ergonomy 
expertise

below norm

2.2 The ergonomy 
examination of 

events technology

The ergonomy 
expertise

below norm

Mode o f work and rest Night shifts, last half 
an hour

fatigue

Work operations Professiographical
method

The physical and psycho- 
emotional load o f work 
mode

2.3 Social-psyhological situation 
in collective

Sociometricai
method

norm

2.4 Social conditions Questionnaire Reduced
2.5 Socio-political situation Questionnaire reduced
2.6 The organizational factors Interview control is reduced
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Note: Low level of professional motivation, absence of professional interests. Emotional instability, low 

stress-resistance.
Reduction of functions of self-checking, conscientiousnessis not advanced, the behavior is unsufficiently 

considered. Efficiency of thinking is reduced.

According to the scale of professionally important qualities, the integrated psychological parameter is 
equal 0, which shows that operator 2 has low professional reliability and his psychological qualities do not 
correspond to the requirements to NPP operative personnel.

4. Elements of the socio-technical system can be considered by this method
as the external conditions, affecting correctness of actions.

The socio-political and socioeconomic working conditions of the personnel of nuclear stations are 
important factors of safety. These conditions can lower ability to work of very many workers at the same time, 
whole collectives.

The determination of the factors, influencing psychological condition of a worker, is carried out in several 
stages.

•  Determination of "zones of risk ” in socio-psychological climate according to socio-political and 
socioeconomic factors;

•  Study of their condition;

•  Prognosis of influence of the socio-psychological state of the personnel on NPP safety.

As an example of influence socio-political situation on psychological state of personnel, we give the 
results of socio -psychological survey, which was conducted last summer at one of the Russia NPPS. 200 
people of operative personnel were subjects of the survey.

There were determined three major problems influencing the socio-psychological state of personnel:

1. 0.3 % have noted that the most irritating problem is instability in salary payments.
2. 52.7% consider the second most important problem the decrease of the
prestige of atomic energy specialists.
3. Third - problem of a moral - psychological climate on NPP station (51.6

Other important problems that require fast solution:
4. Housing - 43.0 %,
5. Medical service - 36.6 %,
6. Off-duty environment - 34.4 %,
7. Safety culture - 30.1 %,
8. Management culture - 29.0 %,
9. Work ethics - 23.7 %,

Formation of the positive moral - psychological climate and decrease of conflict situations among 
personnel depend on accurate and timely information about plant operation.
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11.8% consider themselves very well informed about NPP state; 22.6% think that they are completely 
unaware of what is going on at the plant.

4.3 % consider, that they receive from plant management the complete information, 24.7% - incomplete 
information, 3 0. 1 % - not true information.

Fig. 2, 3 show sources of information about plant work given to personnel. You can see that personnel 
believes that the least information is received from top management.

This kind of survey can also measure other characteristicsof psychological climate, such as work motivation 
and relations between workers.

Conclusions.

It is possible to reach high level of human factor reliability when there is a chance to study and 
measure its characteristics. Precise quantitative characteristics of human factor are necessary for different 
methods of analysis of human behavior and for prognosis of human errors. Our experience shows that such 
measurements are principally possible to do.

While measuring characteristicsof internal means of activity (psychological and psychophysiological 
individual data), we pay special attention to parameters of motivation and psychological attitudes of a person.

The quantitative assessment of professional suitability according to psychological parameters is built 
on the principle of additivity.

Major "zone of risk ” of destabilization of NPP personnel is a problem of delays in salary payments. 
The other important problems is that personnel is poorly informed about plant work and the way social 
problems are being solved.

Such situation usually becomes a basis for development of the conflict forms of the personnel 
behavior. It is possible, that just for this reason almost half of the survey subjects feel like protesting against 
deterioration of life conditions, although one third of the subjects think that protesting will not improve their life. 
The level of dissatisfaction with the lack of information grows in relation to the social distance: director of the 
plant - simple worker. This problem of destabilization is very serious and requires deep study and 
development of means of improvement of personnel opinion.
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